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. The paper presents the results of twoforinative,evaluatiJon studies
, P -

of second language programer in Nova Scotia. Both studies included .%

.

procedures ,to determine the effectivenesi of the series in achieving.their

objectives as well as,,procedures whicecold yield suggestionsfor imr

provewent in.the 'Programs.

A second aspect of the paper concerns the improvement of formative

evaluation procedures 4or television and.other mediated programs. The

suggested changes are divided into factors 'Which can be examined

independently,-factors which must be examined in context. andfactors.

which'must:be examined in alfieldtryout.-



.....,, , ...
The educatii.jnal.media have a definite.--role to play in helping 'children

I , '-'-''.-

.
.

-
. ' '

' :
and adUlts to learn other languages. Radio, audio:-.taPes, films and slide .

sound packages and television bave all been used to achieve Vi)..-.:-..=.ol':,;.; -icarning

.

. objectives. Many Hof the eari;y language media presentations ,t-)f

. . .
.

stand up teaching; using blackboards and perhaps a few Visuals bt.--.

).else.- However, with the maturation of educational television.. more'-

ticated, presentatiOns are being designed to teach languages. .

Many agencies- have produced', lerieS' for use.in second,language teaching.

The Ontario Educational Communications Authority. in Toronto, has proc:luded

several series for use in teaching French while, the Carrascolendas series

has,..been used to teach Spanish in the United- Statet. Nova-Scotia School .

. .

Television also produced several series to supplement'teaching of French

as'a, second language.

Most of the rece'nt television series intended for second language

learners have been subjected, to formative evaluation-or at 1 st SunaThative

evaluation procedures. These studies'have dealt-with various aspects of

the production, and utilization of second,.language television material's.

,

(See Laosa, 1978; Williams, yap Wart' and Stanford,. 1973;:.Fleming, 1972).
M

This paoeredeals with the improvement of formative evaluation "p

for second language television materials. The recommended procedures are:

based' on a review of the literature and on two' studies of second language.
,

teaching materials produced by Nova Scotia School Television .-(Lewis and
..

\,.-

Fisher, 107; and Lewis, 1979). Although the paper deals with Eirocedures.,
-

for television flpgrams; the comments could be applied I to other ,media and

tf:S144.;:M



.The Nova Scotia Studies

The .recommehdations on' improving procedures are based on two stpdies of

...-
second.languege television prograths. To provide the reader with thiS

. .

backardund,;these stUdies.are briefly summarized below.

Vive La Compagnie
t

'Vive La Compagnie° was a second language French series: designed for

grade eight students. . In each program,'thrne actors (and other-supporting

actors) _participated in real-life experiences which might be faced by

students. The programS hd.a co4trolled vocabulary and relied on humor

and visuals to convey meaning.:

.The ,Evaluation

The'evaluationvas commisSionerlby the Nove Scotia'Department.of

Education to determine the effectiveness of the program series achieving-

its-pbjectives, Much dealt with. vocabularyoacguisition, enjoyment and

understanding of the plots. In addition to .determiningeffeCtiveness, the

study had to provide specific information on recommended production changes,

distribution patterns, usage guidelines and, suppiementary materials.

Specific Questions

1. Would the students watch.
;

the programs; i.e. would their eyes be on the screehi

2: Would the Students understand the words to be:used n each Program?,

3. After,Tiatiching the programs, would/studentS underatand,worda,whiCh were

not in't%eir repertoireipeforethevieWing?

4. Would students understand the plots?

5. .WOUld students njoy thePrOgrams?



.. Would the number a.f prograMs watched
,

result in differehceb in Vocabulary.

aCqujsitioq.,.understariding and 'enjoyment?

Hoci-would students react to selectecivariables

the character6 and production'teChniques?

such` as the.:plOt,

8. 'Would the s:Ludents' attitudes to learning French and towards French

pebple be'alteredTby expOsue to the :program?','
- a:

9. H9F would the teachers feel about the program with regard to its
.

.

level, its achievement of objectives? etc'.

/ Data,Sources

The evaluation*Study used three basic sources of data: expert opinion

student'opipion and test results, and teacher opinion. The expert, opinion con-.

sisted of a contextual evaluation it which the pro4rams were scrutinized to

defermine the production variables which could be improved.

the characters, the pronunciation and 'the sPecial effects all came under

. close scrutiny for suitability. In addition, ''the relationship of the

The, actcins'cif

-production format, etc.; to-existing research recominendations for children's

programs was investigated. Tne,researcher,determined whether the.

recommendations of 'experts in children's prcigramming were being considered

in ,the,Series,

Teacher attitude was' obtained using, a Likert type scale similar to th

students': scale. In aqdition, each partiCipating teacher .was interviewed
.

determinc. hisitrer reaction'; to every aspect'. of the program which could, if

, _ _

necessary,_be.fchanged'orAltered.

Design, Subjects, Procedure

to

TWo hundred anCceighty-eight grade eight students from-12,classes

,

participated in the study. These students came from four .different schools



Classes were chosen at' random- from all the grade, eight French. classes in one

Nova. Scotia county. To. determine the effects 'of Watching more prograrris;
.

some- classes watched eight programs,- some watched four and some .watched one
.

program; other classes did not watch*any programs but partiCipated in the-

c
study so that valid comparisons could, be made. All classes completed a

baseline test battery before the study Began while one-half' of the sample

completed a pre-test. Classes viewing the prOgram watched it on videotape.

in their classrooms during the Ngu1ar.French 'class.- Discussion of a program
,"

followed its showing. After. watching the appropriate: number of programs, all

. . ,
the classes were tested On the same program using the techniques mentioned

, . .

above. To obtain `the most representative sample of teacher' opinion -

, regarding the program-, any teacher using the prograM outside the study as

well as several 'Other groups of teachers completed the teacher questionnaire

on'tlfe series.

Pre-Treatment Tests for Differences

In this study, classes had to be randomiied, not .students. As a

results aiffer w.-ic es between classe. --haS to be measured before the treatment

was presented. Two .tests' were administered .to the sample prior to the' study:

The Ici 'on Parle Test, an audio-7pictorial voCabulary test, discovered
J.

significant differences between groups. In every case, means fora the TV

group appeared to be higher than means for the non-TV group.

Significant. differences between groups were also found in responses

to the questionnaire on attitude to learning French. This test comprised tWo

sub-tests, Desire to Learn French and -Motivational Intensity.



Results*
s.

.

Aftention
.

_ . .

The programs maintained the attention of students watching ahout
.

8b% of *the time. :Hdviever, certain sections_ of programs did see.ni to

encourage, students' to: stop watching programs. In addition,. it appeared
. -

.

; that students whop did not-understand the actiOn (determAlned.by self-report)

stopped watcHing to catch up on theirs sleep,, homework, etc. Sections_

of programs which were accompanied. in attention were noted for

further analysiL s.

,

.Vocabulary.Level Before Viewing

Thej44 Students.who.CoMpleted the-tire-test knew 14 of the 20words

on the test. ThiS date indicated that students could, understand the major
,

wbrds and srptence expression used in the prograM. This, finding showed
' -- -

that the-assessments by the teachers and of the producers regarding vocabulary

level were-reasonably accurate.

Vocabulary Level After the. Program .

11.he'difference between pre - test and post-test-VocabularyiScoresH

_

indicated that stUdents'did:,not learn new words or phraseSlaS
v,

of 'the'program. Neither.the:;pre-test-group nor the non pre7test,grOup

'who watched thetelevision%ShoWed differenCeon the pciSt-test .

.

from the'non-televisiOn'groups. HoWever, it should. be pointed out that

the program was not' designed to teach 'vocabulary:

This section contains only summary informitidn since the paper is concerned
mainly with tbe 'Improvement of procedures. Complete results are presented,'

in Lewis and Fisher (1977).



The data /did indicate that a-student who had-been exposed to a pref-test

would score significantly higher than-a student who was not exposed to
. ,

the pretest Asa result,-on of the.recommendations suggeSted.that as

an instructional device,-,stUdents be-exposed,to thevoCabUlary-of the
. ...

tprogragt before it was viewed..

_ ,
Comprehension' oE-Plots

7s

is

^r.Students who watched more programsunderstoodsmore of the action tha

.students who watched feWer programs.; -It is obvious that comprehension

. .

'improv::d as the students beCame-;abcustomedtd.the,lac-...ent and pronunciation

of the characters in the Series; These findings clearly demonstrated that

.viewing the whole series would-be more beneficial than the viewing of

just one'program, or even just .a part of the series.,

Opinion' of the Program

No significant differences were recorded between students who watched
,

one,.foui, or, eight prograMs.. In rankii'lgthe programs,.:5,StudentS.Chose

programswhich they said were easi_to

pictures to explain the words and had

these factors Was sought-and obtained

understand, funny, presented
1,

a gool plot. More information on

in;the group and personal interviews

after each viewing and at the end of the study. The findings of the

interviews and the summary of the questionnaires provided the basis for

%'
ma ny of roduction changes which were suggested.

;1-.

Opinions of Teachers:

Most, teachers indicated that students would like the program but

that a considerable amount of prepara ry and follow-up work would be

.

-needed.- Most teachers felt that the students would not understand the

Yi



! "

vocabulary presented - -an opinion which was completely contradicted by the

urAptUall5diforMence-of the students;;-- A strong. feeling of the.teachers was

..that:.thepronunciation of one of thecharacterS:WOuldj.nhibit learningthe_-

correct pronunciation., Ls a-z:esult,' a oaxiiieili'Ciacter.or ein'improvethent

5.n pronunciation were suggested:recommendatienS.
. ;.

The viewing of the program made no

of students. Those whO Watched di not

Problems ;with the Study

Experimenter Effect

In this- study, the experimentersupervised the viewing of, all programi

difference in -the' attitude scores.

attain higher attitude scores.

and administered all. tests. This procedure could hardly be called a

natural situatil for the glasses involved. As aresult, the generalizability

of the data to a teacher admiListered 'situation could. be called into question..

Vocabulary Testing

The-same vocabulary:test was
_

used as the Pre- and the post-test.-

The'data:indicatedthatthe.administrationiofthe pretest 'affected the-,
.

post-test scores, stuents who took the pre-test socred significantly

1.,/* t

higher than.students who did not coMPlete the pre-test.

Attitude

. .

AttitUde i' difficulty to measUre. !owever with the efforts of

Gardner and Smythe.(1975) attitude towards:learning French .Can be measured.:

HoWeveir, Gardner, Ginsberg and:Smyihe-(1916) .noted that attitudes of :



.

Post--tests' seem to be lower than .attitudes of pre-tests where there is no
. . . :

intervention' (such as a television progrard) . They attribUZlt this finding

..
i -.,.... .. .- . ... ,

. . . .

to '.the' fact that :-subjects_-_,t:e5t,w14--are -alerted to attitude. which they did
__:.....:;..-:-1.-._.-.- ---- .--,---r---7.. -----: '--;,:---.-.7"--..---=;,-,-.!z*:-;:-::4..v..,,. -.. .

nOtlhave. to express before.

.
. . . . , .

Therefore,: the measurement,'Proceduresused in--".'-11.is.study may not be
'-'-',.;:z..- .... , . -

..

. .. e" ; ; , .."-'7e.",".-
.

.as vaiid-as-others which could.be-. designed, The deleion-re-test of ! .

'',-attitude with only post7test being administered may be h more desIzAble.

procedure. 'Alternatively; two equivalent formS.of one instrument or tw45.,4,.,

highly correlated ,instrument s could be..used. -,

,
Measurement of Attention,.

. .. . "- .
._ wThe attention measures were sithject, to a great deal of error since

. . .

it T.y.as impossible to be certain whether a student-was-attending 'theI. program
.....,..,......a,._. ,-_,.., ,... :......

. , /or, just had his head turhed, in, tfiej,4.r--"efiZiripfi:,,thetelevision-xeceiver. . ----.'.------,
,

1;1?;1:44,..

.. .,
-. --

The Series consisted "of ten fifteen'rninute pro rams. Each program .

- ...,

... ,..

'contained a number of short sements which offerad.a range ,of topics.. The

range of segments inCluded appearances by a teenac-,ed
°host

and hostess,
.... .

° J---.-'
singers, a band, game shows, activity programs and on-Site visits to

J.,

locations like Cheticamp, a fishing- village in Cape Breton.

`Supplementary Materials

Supplementary materials included a teacher's guide and aset of
.

flashcards depicting key vocabularY and concepts used in-the programs.

The teacher's guide included a list, of theprogram's objectives,

information on the segments. presented in each prograin, a description of the
(sir, /war-sos

.
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kit in each program and Selected vocabulary and idiomatic expression.

Theguide, however, did not include any suggestions or directions for using
. .

the program. *

Sixty-seven _flashcards depicting vocabulary andtoncepts were availabie
.

-free of charge to teachers requesting them. These flashcards were printed

in black and white on heavy cardboard.

Field/ Testing -by Department Personnel

-Three of the .programs were viewed by students in 20 schools dtiring

visits by a staff member.from the Education Resource Services. After the

students viewed the program, they were asked:to coffiffent on.the.prOgrams on
_ _ .

an open ended questionnaire. Some of these comments aFe-pteten'ted-ina-paper------

by Johnston-Doyle and Lewis (1978).

Purpose of the Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation was to determine :the effectiveness o

the series in achieving its objectives and to make.concrete recommendations

fOr changes,,in the production and utilizations of the:Programs-

Specific Questions\

.

1. Would viewing the program have an effect on students' bility to

. -

comprehend words and sentences?

2. Would the program-help students recognize correct constructions?

Would the students underStandthe content presented in, the segments?

Would the students identify withthe teen -=aged host and. hostess in die

. .

program?

5. Would the students like the musical segments presented in the program?



Would attitude.,to 'learning French, be affebted by viewing the program?

Wouid attitudre to therFrenbh course be affected by viewing theprogram?

3. wotad the addition of 'a preparatory; -and .follow-up work
.

-4 affect scores on comprehension, ability to recognize constructions,:

to learnin) FrenCh and attitude to tithe French Class?.
.

What changes. in the program could be recommended as'a .result- of the

-` testing and the.opinion of teacher and students.

- . .

.. ; The. study was divided into four sub-studies in order to .answer. the

. .variety of questions pbstd by the clisents. , The first study. _concerned d'iseLf'
with the effedLof viewing the prograps without any teacher input. The

h.

:.second study monitored the effects:of the television program and teacher
.

input. The third. Study dealt with the difference between the two groups
. 1

in the first two studies: The final study surve.y'ed';attitudes ,towards _the

programs. .1

".ample

. The siudies used populationt of grade eight students in' '.Nova

In studies ione and twb, an 'expSrimenteI-group/control group .(VieWing/non-
: ,

viewing)design was used :with the l:Same' eri teaching bdth a viewing
.

group and a 'non - viewing. group d: expetimenta.1 -group
.

;--., input: .(78- students) watched 'the- -piOgr.thn.,>vitliciii eacher while the control'
1 1

group (92 students) continued with: -the'',speCified Curriculum.. ,In study two,
-- '. - .1,4, . ..... -. ,

e";.4- . 4 .the 52 viewing students watched the progra.M-and participated in teacher

preparatory and follow -up activity, while. the' 20,..control group- students .'

.

continued with the curriculum: In 'study three, the 52 tudents who viewed ;, z



z

with the -teacher were compared to the 78 students who did not have

input. Study fOur, which sought to measure attitudes and opinions,

177:,students who "had viewed, the programs,.

Procedure

teacher

included

All students comiileted a baseline battery which included a test of French

:comprehension and vocabulary, . an attitude test and a basic- information

questioirnia#e.' Thep, viewing groups , watched eight programs while non-viewing

groups proceeded with ti163±-,,regular wotk. After viewing the programsi all
--

students completed the post-test battery., VieWing -s*tudents. completed

a vocabulary test, a constructions test, a se-ntence comprehension test,

three attitude tests and.: the tests rm the -opinion,a. recall f skit test
of each segment of the prcigrarn. Non-vieWing students completedonly the

.vocabulary, sentence comprehension, coristructions and three attitude tests.

-Analysis
- ,

The analysis of covariance. procedure developed .by .the Division- of

ECi_uca.tional Research_ Services.- at the University Di Alberta used to

'process the data The analysis is computed on the basis of <a pooled

regres5ion' equation, homogeneity of regresslon is assumed. This procedure. L.

was used for studies, 1-, 2, and 3.
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.
.Results

StudyI

The purpose of study 1 was to determine whether exposure to the Series.
. .

fgWO ul el result tin,..an inarease, in post-test scores on and attitude.

Baseline Measures..

Th -two grouPs (hon-viewing and viewing) were not significantly

different on the baseline measures. (See table 1). On theIci on

Parle Test, a test of French'ability, the viewing group scored, 25.31

while the control group scored 23:65. Both groups scored betwe'en 60,'

and 70 percent on the test. On the attitude test" the viewing group scored

-60.24 while .the,non=viewing 'group .scored 56.53.

Post-test Measures'

The scares. of the two gronPs were significantly different. only on the .

.
' .

ocabulai-y teSt, after adjustment for the. effect of the covariates

measured'in the baseline testa_' (See:table 1) : ,The groups were not

significantiy__different on the sentence comprehension test, 'the construction.

test and the -three attitude measures.

:

r
o

1 c



'Unadjusted, .adjusted Ratios.")H,.

for the .viewing and noikiewing.-rgroupS on all tests

Unadjuste6 Means

'Test' F Ratio d Viewing' Non-Viewing 1... Ratio

25.31 2.62;

60,24

Senten'ce Comprehension Test
4,74 4,18 3,84* 1/168. 4.57 1/16

x:12)
;.

6.06 6,20 1 1/168 5 6 6,38 2,80 '1/166

90.17 87,,18

I

...Attitude Test 4

0

ti



. .

e PUrpothe''of. ItudY 2: was to,detemine whether, exposure t6...the Series
. .

wouia resultin an increase-in post-test scores on ablity and attitude.

HoWeveri in this studY,:the teacher actively Worked with the class .before

- . ,

and.after the-viewing, reinforcing the content.
. .

,,,,.._ .:,

Baseline 'Batteries ,

. , .

'The viewing group- scored significantlY higher than the,non-Viewing

.group 'on the Ici'on Panic test. (See table The,medn of the viewin

V7

group (31.85) was four points higher than that of the,non-vieWing group,
' ,

(27.85)

Post-tests-
A.s"-\ r`

,

The scores of the two g ups were significantly,diffefent on two tests,

, . -

4.

.7.the vOcabUaxY test and: the sentence .comprehension test .(See.table!2). -The
- .;'-' '

. . . .

.. v
Scoreson:,thebther tests were.not significantly differept,,:after :adjusting Y

.

,

Ss . ' .. .

or the covaria.ces.
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The. pUrpoderof Study- 3 was tp deterMine the' effect of a :teacher

on the post-test scores.' . In the study; one group (TV) watched the- program.._

withcut any - follow -up or preparatory activity while the other group (TVT)
.

participated in activities in addition to viewing' the .program.

,

Baseline Test
.

_
._ .

The 'TV and Teacher CAMO group :scored significantly ,higher on the -ICI:
.

.

:Vocabulary: Test than the TV only (TV) g4o1.;2. ,(See table 3) . 'However; the
.

.
_

two .groups were-not significantly different on the attitude ,battery. At

85,- the mean :for': 'the TV1-2group was ,higher than the , mean for the' `:TV :group;',
.

Vocabulary: Test

,'4;:
The TVT group was significantly different from the TV group. -..(See

. table 0) . The adjusted scores were 6:51' for the TV .group and. 7.46:forthe
- .

TVT group..
--, -

.

.

The efforts of the teacher obviouSly resulted in the increased vocabulary
. ,

-
level of the.g:roupwhO had the teacheriadding her input to the experience.

Sentence Comprehension Test,

- The adjusted scores for theA:w0 groups were. not= significantly different;siii

. (See table 3). The .TVA group scored' at 50% t6.0), before a'ditistment while the

group scored at. po.A$ (4.74).

The efforts of the teacher did. not appear to significantly affect the

_ results of the sentence comprehension test.
...



Constructions Test

The twogroups were significantly different on the constructions test.

(See. table' 3) 'WhPn the scores were adjusted, the TVT.groun scored 9.99

while the TV'group scores 7.16. Once agaih th teanher, preparatory and

following activities appeared.to have a positive effect on the ability of the

group to recognize correct constructions.

Attitude Tests

I .

all three attitude.tests, the grodps did not differ signif antly,

(See table'3),..indicating that the intervention of a teacher along with the'

televisioh _series did.not significantly affect students' opinions:

1



AdjUSted and unadjusted meAnv'for

TV only and TV and Teacher GrOupS 'On' all variables.'

VoCibUlarY,,,Test;

Test

aic.;14

tritUde Test .2

.,

Attitude: .Test. 3

IMak=1551

g
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The purpose of stuay'four was to obtain student-opinions of the various

:.production ''and content aspects of each of the,segments. The overIll findings
.

-seem to indicate-that for the most part, with the- exception of the Cheticamp
. . .

.segments( the tudents were able to, follow the action and understand whats

,was going.on. Most',of the segments were considered quite enjoyable
. . -

the students. 'They, reacted positively to the'teen-aged host and hostess

said that some of the:gamei On the.game-segments were probably more
.

.

"suited to:YoUnger_Chilaren.- The segment which received the,highest overall

1

rating was the skit segments, mainly because of the humour and the quick

action.

The analysis of the recallof segment answers indicated that most
.

Students caught the'general drift.Y.of the action butMissed important

.dr ,

116..ROVING,EVALUATIO&Si,: SOME .GUIDELINES

A-Variety of'experiMental.deSigns and procedures are needed ;in order:-

'to: conduct aTformtive,eyaluation'bf a' second language .or indeed of- any.

details.

.,* television, project.

.. t,

-One of-the postimportant factors-is the expert,evaluation in which

Y-
:..people,Who qualified forthe test review the program independent- of students

. .

.

to determp:14 _the answers to guestioi such.as the suitability bf the
.

.

, .

vocabulary; the accents( the'borrespadence-with the curricdlum, the plot

level,
- -

vel,etC-..
-.. . . ;,

--- =--
.' - - I..... ,- _.,..,_ 1

- Another pisdeotti,reinvOlves the use of a.- few. students to determine

V.:.
-=-7,- --(=: ....,-'2` ,-''''',- ' ' , -''''

-''.empirically tbeLVoc4buiirklleirel-ofthe program in comparison to the level'
: . -. ... '' - -., - ' :2,

!of'the.tirget aUdience, the-attention of students in small groups and-other,:
.. .

. ._:,.-
.

.

',suchlaCtOrs.,



1.

The field evaluation involves the actual in class test," f the

program, with teacher input and without, to determine the program' S ar .lily

o achieve its, intended, objectives., This type of procecuz-e was quite widely.

used in Most el?aluatfons.

Most evaluations which included field testing use experimental group,.

contrOl c.,7:oup designs with or without .some p royision. for randomization or

',-

statistical control of pre-treatmentdifferences.

In evaluating second langUag&materials, some or all of 'the factors

mentioned below may have to be included. The factor are-,divided into three
. . ,

. .
categories: facto which can be e.xamined by viewing '-the program;N
faCtors . which. need Viewers interacting with th program:

Factors 'which can-be examined independently
I

1. 'Vocabulary level Of-the...program
,.

.
.

The vocabulary lebel of ;theprogram must be within the range of the
..

.

students in order that they can benefit, from, the program. --',-There'A are several':

..

ways of determining'--ideal vocabulaty lever. one way would, be to compare the

list of 'words Used in:theprOqram with the list of words used in:the instruction

Materials which are being used in the-curriculum. Anothei means might be to:-
-

_

0 .

pre-test. the students = on the VocabUlary-
-which

is used in the program.' The
. .

,...
. ,

. pre-test can take the form whiCh iS used in curriculuni materials which-,
_...

.

usually consists of a series of- pictures in whiCh the student circles the correct.
. .- . .

. .. .. -.
alternative whiCh is mentioned on -an audio -tape. ThiS type of test was used

.:.., -
. . . ,...-. , -

in both the "Vive ;La Compagnle" and the "Allons-y" ealuatiOns. A variation

was used in the "Allons-1" evaluation in which the student numbered one -of twentY:
_..

. , .

pictures with the number of; the phrase or word. However, this test was a bit.
'

..

more diffiCialt than the traditional test in 'which' the student circled-Orie of

four alternatives.



-2. The types of constructions used
. .

The:formats of constructions' will effect comp'rehension 6f- students.

The formati of cons truction used in . the- program Must- match the formats

which have been used by the studenig- in their curriculum or-tghich; have- been

: -

reinforced in the teachihg. Once again, the types of constructions which-the

students undeistand-can be -tested or can :be deduced-from the-program materials.

-.--.

C

3.. -.Accents'

The accent of the:actors .must match those wit:16h the students -are used
,

,

to hearing. However, there is some diScussion on this fact with'one -camp

believing that the student must get-used t hearing a variety of 'accents
0

.

while the oppo-eite View -holds that the student must.hear words:43:th the
. . ." . - :

. ' .

,sameaccent.- This Is proven to be an especially, vexing .problem in Canada

where the French spoken in the various regiohs differs in terms. Of accent

and .'also differs from French spoken in Fran6e. Similarly, the types of

inflections placed .ion words must be similar to those heard by the Students..

One of 'the ways. this task can be done is to ask, exoert personnel to..judge

the accents and inflections or to pre-test on a small nuMber of students..

'4. :Image presented by the actors

. In any materials which"have as .a goal' the improvement of 'relationships

between language groUps, the image presented by the actors in the second.

.

language program must be very carefully-montorgd. Experts in .the area

must be adked 'to evaluate the image portrayed by the actors. If the actors

or actresses 'exhibit "a ,negative image to the students, this may well inhibit

. , .
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5'. Contribution of productions effects
O.

The sets, and production techniques should, be related to the objectives

of the program. In addition, these fp.ctor. s should be:-similar to the kinds

of2television-to-whih-h7the students are "aohristomed-.----Makeshitt-sets_are

detected very quickly by students and cannot be used if the purpose'is to
_ . .

present-professional television In additionp the sets should not in them-

..4

selves di straCt from . the obj ective 5..

6. Correspondence of audio and visual message

_

The presentation of the new vocabulary words can'and should. be accompanied
.

. their aquivalent in ..a real referent. When the French or Sp)nish wordfor...

,Cup is Used, the cup should be the most prominent dbject on the screen. Another

method would be use a visual cue, with perhaps one of the actors pointing

to the cup,. -to indicate precisely which object is being referred to in the

auditory message. . In one of the programs, the, weak correspondence between

audio and visual stimuli meant that studepts did not clearly understand which'
11.

objects an-auditory message was referring to

7. 'Speed of the actors' J speech

The actors, must. speak' at a pace which is correct for the students.
a .

the pace is ioo,quick the students' will- not understand the speech. However,

If

if the speech is too slow,' it seems unnatural and will distract the students

in other ways.

B. .Level of content

If a story is being used, the level df the plot 'must match the interest

,

. level of the students. If, as in "Allons:-V.',.. a segment a roach! is used, the

,

segments themselves must also match the interest of the students.

§Le

,

4-
.
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9. 'Complexity ofplot

The plot must be comPlex enough to -hold the students' interest

yet. simple enough so that the student&zyill understand it Teachers and

other professionals can judge the complexity of plot relative to a group,

howeveri----a-bett-er_meails_.:niight be- to use small gApups of 'students
_ _ a .

studies to determine tlie-Suitability-of_the plbt to the intended audience

and pilot

10. Analysis of the program into information,unitsC-1

Using a prOcedure..outlined -by Friedlander.,(1970. the program should be

broken into information units so that these units can be tested-in

tests or vocabulary tests later on Analysis of information units would

comPrehension

probably'take place -by-teachers familiar with the priDgram or by researcherS

who dare conducting. the evaluation.

.

Factors which must be examined. in' context.
. -

Correspondence 'with the curriculum

The- television program which is used should correspond ix? some way to

the curriculum which is being used- in *he, schools., If the vocabulary : 'Con-
!

contrary to that 'of the instructional_ .structions- structre'. of the program IS

programming used in the schools, a difficulty will emerge. Once again, this

evaluation could be conducted by expert researchers or by teachers I.Sho are

familiar. with both:the program and the instructional materials being used in:-

the school'. -A ,subsidiary. point:is that the program should help fulfill

some of the curriculum objective in the curriculum. It is important that

the objective's of the prograM be somewha,t, the, same; as. the objectives of. the



How the program can be used

In many cases,-the schedule of -the !junior high and high schools would

make it impOsSible for the. program to be ueed:On anOff -the -air''badie,
4

. .

unlesd cable scheduling Canj)e.rranged:-.' Th accessibility,of the grog .to

theltirget'audience,,then, must be clearly identified. n dome-of th

Scotiaevaluations; itrwas:idiscOVered that because-of a chain ofcircumstances;
7

,

many-ofthe.program materials-could simply notbe7used-by.b..large.partof:the,

target audience due to the inaccessibility of equipment and-the problem of

rotating 'shcedules:
. ,

I

3." Preparatory: and' follow -up 9gmk
'- ,

. .

Throughinteraction with teacheri the ideal means of preparatory and'.

follow-up wOrk can and should be specified. This preparatoky and follow-up.

work-should help to achieve the program'S objectives and the objectives ofthe

overall'curriculum. One of the only ways that this effect can be tested is

7

-to contrast the use of teacher.input with a comparison group who db not have

teacher input such as was done in.the "Allons-Y" research..

4.:.'Teacher knowledge about using the program

Through direct contact with the teachers,

dltermine whether teachers are able to use the programs or Whether, concrete.

guidelinessshould be provided. By having the-teacher view a number of PrOgrams.

the_ evaluation should

-and .asking how the .,programs would be !Use4the eValUation.team.should be .

able to determine whether concrete guidelines 'are .needed to use the prograni.

E



5. The Preparation of students

'The evaluatiOn team should try to determine whether concrete preparation

in-"the-viewin4 of educational television materials is necessary for students.

ex+.ainly,.- they need no.- education to watch television but they may need

some help ,in gaining the: rriOst froin an educational television learning

experience.

Factors which Ted dt-u-dent-s. view-iig -the- program

1. Attention

.
Attention, interest or appeal of the:program, is one of the first-.

variables to be tested when students are involved. Attention can 'be measured:

by various means-ranging from a simple count of. eyes on screen, to program
%,

analyzer techniques, conjugate reinforcement °(Lindsley, 0. R. 1962, Ogston 197.5)i

eye movement studies (0'13ryan, 1975), distractor analysis (Palmer, 1974), or

imilar techniques. Lewis
-

to audio-visual materials.

(1973) reviewed various means 'of Meatsur. irig attention" *,

The purpose of measuring the attention is to ensure that each segment

of the program is interesting enough to be .watched by the students. If the

I

student, is not watching"the program, all future measurement will be in

jeopardy.

Attention can be te'ste- either in:the group situation or in a..viewing

-Situaticin: in whi 'student or a small group watching the', program

monitored by one of the, techniques mentioned above to increase the". vocabulAry---

level of students, help them hear the spoken language and help them
.. - . .

. . .,.
. -

improve "their ability to construct sentence in the target language.': The
- .

.purposei;bfithe on-site evaluation is' to, determine ,whetherany VacabularNj;'

. .

correctf-conStiliction has been acquired. through interactionli4
....

.
rogram..1

11?
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.7-

rehension of the Program
. ,

Often :-i the targe;t langnage,,. although the vocabulary iS.'.at a leVel
-

which can be understood, the cornplexity of the plot. or. other factors make,.
. .

. -it hard,:for: students to understand the 'e.)iac-t::. course of action. As aresult;:. .

.
, . . ,

.the comprehension of the program must measured. There are various procedures
.to assess comprehension,' ti-12. simplest .one being an interview with the student

,

eterrnine what he 'or sha remembered,: from the program. Other means which
., .

could be,nsed.include a question techniOne multiple alternatives, or :a:

recall:,_teitLin which students are simply . asked tco write down what happened:
----- -

4'. Attitude to program secyMents--; ,
. -._.

.. , .. ,

The enjoyment of the various Segments or total program is' also one o
. ....

... ,
I . ..

the most important areas to measure. In the case of second language- instruction;
.

.althOugh.the prOgram may fail,' to teach any vocabulary or constructionii.orl,:"
.

' . '
.

.'even in fact may fail -to be completely understood by students, they may enjoy

the interaction with the program. The' attitude to program_segments also

would. measure attitude to production variables, -level of,plot, plot complexity,

the actorS and any other relevant information.
,

5. Attitude to '1.iroduction

The students who view our second language .programs will- have Viewed a

great. deal of television by the time they interact with: one of the: programs
. .. . .

. ., .

. . . .

'that we produce. As a result, -is important to 'determine Whether' they ,
. . ..

consider :the production level to be similar to that of the COMM ercial? Program

that they -watch.. If the rfroduction...leveL pis seen to be inferior to the
Vr - . .. L. . . ..,

programs they watch, this wi.11 likely interfere with their learning or-'4njoymen4

e'Pr r e.attitude to production can be obtained usin

Likert type scales.

.15:0 1c9
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-6., Post-program monitoring'

Mahy of the effects of the second langdage prOgram,wi l rot be

evident:immediately after the program is. viewed. However, they may well

be exhibited later on after the students have had.time to digest the program

and fit it in to their regular work. Thepukpose of post-program activity'

.monitoring is to determine the ability of the program= to produce changes .in

the behavior of the students. The usage of vocabulary .constructions

'learnedjai the program, the repetition'of the types of activities produced

in the program would; seem tO'indicate whether the-ili,ogram would-be

successful in.promoting iong-term change. Post7program monitoring activity

would have to take-place through observational-procedures or other 'similar'
,

4.

7. Attitude to French course_

One would expect that if one group of students is using a French television

series, while theOther:gioup.ie-Using standard- curricular materials there
,. . . ,

might be a difference in attitudes. Gardner and Smythe (1975) have suggested

..

:' an attitude tO,French course questionnaire which could- probably be used. o-
. , .

:,..
-. .. . - ,, .

measure attitudes ,to the French course.

Conclusions

The formative evaluation of bilingual, television programs requires a
.

Multi-faceted. research approach sothat thevarious aspects of the programs .

. 1 ,

can'be.eXamined. `Vo-one,approaah;, suchas'field testing, can provide -guidance

-to produCers of television' programs.. A.variety Ofmethods provide answers-

.detiond.--Many of the techniquee mentiOned above have been'trid

e,p40 ,evaluations described above and in ot

television programs. Howeversorneof the oevalnitiOns

14.0111'



have .eMariated 'from the research. but haveohot been. 'fully tested... There is

much,work to: be.done in this field by researchers.in the field of educational
; -

technology. The best research designs and measurement techniques must

Marshalled to, advance the learnin0k, in this area.

be .
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